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The next 25 years begin today...if you want to move 
beyond...dig into...look no further...

...because in a world in constant motion, 
we don’t have a minute to lose…

Editorial letter, Wired, 2 February 2018



The concept of timescape
Barbara Adams 1998; 2008

Multiple co-existing forms of time

Interfaces of experienced time with socio-
physical environment

‚Scape’: time is tied to spatiality, materiality, 
contextuality, but foregrounds temporal side 
of this interdependency



What does a timescape perspective allow us to see?
Some structural features of a timescape

Time frame – which time frame?

Temporality – how?

Timing – when?

Tempo – at what speed?

Duration – how long?

Sequence – in what order?

Temporal modalities – past, present, future



Visualizing a timescape

A diagram of the 
geological time scale
United States 
Geological Survey



Visualizing a timescape



Visualizing a timescape

Waddington's Classical Epigenetic Landscape



Three different timescapes of 
complexity

Timescapes of societal change

Timescapes of imagined futures

Timescapes of the Now



Timescapes and 
the human imagination

„Story is our only boat for sailing on the river of 
time“ (Ursula Le Guin)



I. Timescapes of societal change

II. Timescapes of imagined futures

III. Timescapes of the NOW



Timescapes of societal change
different narratives

The Golden Age and its aftermath

Cycles of (eternal) returns

Organic: the rise and fall of 
empires/civilizations



A historical breakthrough: something 
happens around 1820...





Sources: 
• About height according to bone remains: Nikola Koepke, Joerg Baten, Agricultural specialization and height in ancient and medieval Europe, 
Explorations in Economic History Volume 45, Issue 2, April 2008, Pages 127-146.
• About height of Swedish soldiers: Sandberg, L. and Steckel, R. (1997). Was industrialization hazardous to your health? Not in Sweden, in (R. 
Steckel and R. Floud, eds.), Health and Welfare during Industrialization, pp. 127–60, Chicago: University of Chicago Press.





The future is perceived as open

Divergence between experience and 
expectations (R.Koselleck, Sattelzeit, ca. 1750-1850)

A historical worldview becomes
institutionalized



The future is open – and uncertain



The breakdown of a powerful narrative
Robert J. Shiller Narrative Economics, 2017

Our lives are improving over time

Our children will do better …

BUT

Stalling social mobility

Men in 30ies today: only half earn more than
their fathers at same age (USA)



Broken timelines and 
constructing imagined continuities

Return to an imagined past: lure of populism 
and nationalism 

Why now?  



The narrative of increasing
societal complexity

Punctuated by substantial breakdowns

Collapse little understood



The evolution of societal complexity

Quantitative historical analysis uncovers a single dimension of complexity that
structures global variation in human social organization
Peter Turchina,b, Thomas E. Curriec,1, Harvey Whitehoused,e, Pieter Françoisd,f, Kevin Feeneyg, Daniel Mullinsd,h, Daniel Hoyeri, Christina Collinsc, Stephanie Grohmannd, 
Patrick Savaged, Gavin Mendel-Gleasong, Edward Turneri, Agathe Dupeyroni, Enrico Cionii, Jenny Reddishi, Jill Levinei, Greine Jordani, Eva Brandli,j, Alice Williamsc, Rudolf 
Cesarettik, Marta Kruegerl, Alessandro Ceccarellim, Joe Figliulo-Rosswurmn, Po-Ju Tuani, Peter Peregrineo,p, Arkadiusz Marciniakl, Johannes Preiser-Kapellerq, Nikolay 
Kradinr, Andrey Korotayevs, Alessio Palmisanot, David Bakeru, Julye Bidmeadv, Peter Bolw, David Christianu, Connie Cookx,y, Alan Coveyz, Gary Feinmanaa, Árni Daníel
Júlíussonbb, Axel Kristinssoncc, John Miksicdd, Ruth Mosternee, Cameron Petriem,ff, Peter Rudiak-Gouldgg, Barend ter Haarhh, Vesna Wallacev, Victor Mairii, Liye Xiejj, John 
Baineskk, Elizabeth Bridgesll, Joseph Manningmm, Bruce Lockhartnn, Amy Bogaardoo, and Charles Spencer



I. Timescapes of societal change

II. Timescapes of imagined futures

III. Timescapes of the NOW



The rise of capitalism and imagined 
futures (Jens Beckert, 2016)

Dynamics of capitalism depends on imagined 
futures

Imaginairies of economic futures: income, 
profit, status



Main mechanisms for future 
opportunities and risks

Competition: move forward or fall behind

Credit-based financing of investment for 
future gains

Market-creating
innovation



The importance of fictional 
expectations

Assessment of the future that pretends it will 
unfold this way

Motivational frame

Need for narrative economics (R.Shiller)

The capacity to aspire 
(A. Appadurai)



Fictional expectations of technological 
innovation – Gartner´s Hype Cycle



Fictional expectations of technological 
innovation – interesting AI questions 

Source: Life 3.0: Being 
Human in the Age of 
Artificial Intelligence 
Max Tegmark, 2017 



I. Timescapes of societal change

II. Timescapes of imagined futures

III. Timescapes of the NOW



Timescapes of the NOW

Emergence of a new timescape

Stumbling into an arteficial future



The adjacent possible
(Stuart Kauffmann 1996)



The adjacent possible
(Stuart Kauffmann 1996)

The adjacent possible is a kind of shadow 
future, hovering on the edges of the present 
state of things, a map of all the ways in which 

the present can reinvent itself.

Steven Johnson (2010). “Where Good Ideas Come From”, Penguin



‚The present comprises everything’ 
(N. Luhmann)

Overload from the past and 

Overload from the future

Complexity and contingency 

Valuation and selection 

generates

necessitates



The timescapes of algorithms

Tool for ordering traces from the past

Laying out trajections of the future

NOW



A humanist timescape of the Now

The place of fellings in governing life and
creating cultures (Antonio Damasio)

Cultures can decide what is good and not

Questioning and judging, 
selecting options

NOW


